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BRIDGE LOAD RATING STATEMENT
None of the principal structural elements have a condition rating below a value of "5" which indicates that the bridge elements, in their current state, continue to maintain structural capacity equivalent to the original design.  Therefore, I have determined that new load rating calculations for this structure are  not required.  Furthermore, no other load rating calculations exist for this structure that would be in conflict with the original design load indicated.
I concur with the original design load indicated on the plans resulting in the following:
Current Condition Ratings:
(Rev. 03/16)
Reinforcing steel details and bridge plans do not exist for this concrete bridge structure.  Based on the  current conditions of the principal structural elements of the bridge and as per TxDOT's Bridge Inspection Manual Chpt 5, Section 3 Load Ratings, this bridge may be rated for the State Legal Load of HS-20 at the Operating Level and HS-15 at the Inventory Level if the following conditions apply:  1.)  the bridge has been carrying unrestricted traffic for many years,  2.)  the bridge shows no signs of significant distress,  3.)  the simple span bridge's span-to-depth ratio of the main members does not exceed approximately 20,  4.)  construction details confirm to specifications at the time of the estimated construction, and  5.)  appearance of the bridge indicates that construction was performed by a competent builder.
Existing load rating calculations exist and bridge conditions are very nearly unchanged since the last routine inspection.  I concur with the previous load rating calculations dated 
INSTRUCTIONS:  Complete the section that applies.  
DO NOT DISCLOSE  - INFORMATION CONFIDENTIAL UNDER THE TEXAS HOMELAND SECURITY ACT AND 23 USC SECTION 409, SAFETY SENSITIVE INFORMATION.
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